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The durable and convenient Oklahoma EasyToFold state map will take all the wear and tear your

journey can dish out. The heavy-duty laminated design allows you to mark your route, make notes,

then wipe the surface clean for further use. This is a must-have for navigation whether you're a state

resident or just passing through. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Very nice, easy to unfold & refold. I can mark my route with a dry erase marker & on the way back,

wipe it off & remark a new route home. Nicely printed in print the size of a ball point pin tip (about a

05 - try that on your word processor, print it off & read it for a preview). Easy to read if you have

good light, good vision, & a large magnifying glass while sitting at home. Not so easy in a moving

car in varying light while looking for a highway number/name while your husband is driving at 65

mph. But you will be able to easily find the dry erase line that marks your route. So it's a love/hate

type of relationship thing. Great for planning, but use a smart phone for details. I could not answer

these questions my husband asked during the trip: How far to such-n-such town? and What's the

name of the highway do I turn onto up here? or Which exit do I take here? But he loved the maps for

planning. I was ready to give them to my 4 year old granddaughter to play explorer with. Now I keep

them for our next trip. Keep your smart phone charged.

This map has all kinds of information and helps me find places in Oklahoma. However, I only gave it

4 stars because, although it is laminated very well, it has been cut up into 4 pieces to allow for



folding. That would be OK if the pieces were not so far separated. This makes it a little harder to

follow the lines for roads, etc. Otherwise I am very satisfied with this map and glad I have it.

I am really old-school about "real maps". I bought them for the entire Midwest and all southern

states when we moved to Chicago from the west five years ago and have been using them on road

trips ever since. When our family went to a drive-through coffee establishment early one morning

this spring break in eastern Kansas, our barista said, "I remember maps! Where are you going?

Don't you have a smart phone?" In fact, the three of us had four of them between us, but if you want

to get a real sense of the distance between places then a "real map" is the ne plus ultra. I placed six

of these RM maps border-to-border on a hotel bed our first night of a 2,150 mile journey looking at

colleges and our son finally appreciated (if not the effort we were making on his behalf, then at

least) the journey he'd be making to and from Chicago to the college of his choice. Happy Travels!

Go Golden Hurricane of Tulsa U.!

The best maps on the market, in my opinion. Great for road trips and very easy to use.

I use these for genealogy purposes with a plan to use them to travel there for family history

research. I love how well the fold and unfold then tuck away beside my chair or bed with their

adjoining state mates. Very slim. Very durable. They will last a long time and really - there ability to

fold flat to nothing without crumpling is a real plus!.

It's a laminated map.

Best maps for taking on the motorcycle! I hope to get all 48 as we ride thru the states.

Great laminated map to have to get an overall perspective of whats around when on a road trip.

Good size for storage and the laminate helps keep it nice.
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